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Foreword from Steven B. Haas, MD, MPH

Dr. Steven Haas received his education and training at Harvard, Cornell and the University of Rochester. He is the Chief of the 
Knee Service at the Hospital for Special Surgery in New York, speaks extensively both nationally and internationally on knee 
topics, and has authored more than 100 orthopaedic publications. Cutting-edge technologies employed by Dr. Haas include 
robotic-assisted joint replacement, patient-specific instrumentation and accelerometer-based computer navigation. 

“The CORI Digital Tensioner has been designed to achieve an elusive goal of personalized soft tissue management during total knee 
arthroplasty. This technology takes what we’ve historically done by feel and applies an objective and consistent measure of the load 
and the gaps, translating these data into a language we already understand without any change to workflow. The ability to obtain these 
measurements throughout the stressed range of motion (ROM) in an anatomically natural state – prior to any bone resection – means that 
measurements will more accurately represent a patient’s optimal ligament tension characteristics and truly personalize implant placement 
for patient-specific needs.”

Introduction

There are varying definitions of what constitutes a well-balanced 
knee.3,4 Nevertheless, there is consensus among orthopaedic 
surgeons that TKA outcomes are highly contingent on soft tissue 
management.3,4 One of the goals of TKA surgery is to therefore 
provide a well-balanced soft tissue envelope that surrounds a 
well-aligned and well-fixed implant.5 Patients with well-balanced 
knees after TKA have reported improved post-operative outcomes, 
including Knee Society Score, Western Ontario and McMaster 
Universities Osteoarthritis Index, and Forgotten Joint Score.6,7

Optimal soft tissue balance can be broadly defined as equal and 
symmetrical flexion and extension gaps.8,9 In practice, achieving 
soft tissue alignment and balancing can be more challenging than 
achieving good bone alignment.10 When a patient has a mal-aligned, 
imbalanced knee after undergoing TKA, the likelihood of TKA failure 
increases.11,12 Surgeons face the additional challenge of accurately 
assessing laxity intra-operatively. When patients’ soft tissues are 
in a relaxed, non-loaded state it can be difficult for surgeons to 
extrapolate loaded weight-bearing performance.10,13,14

Historically, surgeons have relied on experience and manual, 
intra-operative feel to assess joint laxity.12,15,16 Balance is achieved by 
adjusting implant sizing, implant alignment and soft tissue release.

However, these adjustments are often subjective.12,16,17 The force 
manually applied by the surgeon to distract the joint varies among 
surgeons and cases.17 This can result in variation in insert thickness choice, 
implant position and joint laxity for the same knee among surgeons.18,19 

Recently, sensor-guided knee balancing, which involves the intra-
operative use of a pressure sensor to inform soft tissue balancing, 
has been introduced to TKA surgery.4,12 These electronic sensors 
are used after bone resection.7 Surgeons must therefore commit to 
a tibia cut before considering ligament laxity, and prior to reviewing 
the surgical plan.20 As a result, surgeons have been limited in their 
ability to predict natural ligament balance through the full ROM.8 
This may lead to compromises in gap balancing and restoration of 
the joint line, disrupting the natural kinematics of the knee.

 

Summary

• The CORI Digital Tensioner is the first connected solution to quantify joint laxity prior to making bone resections, with a robotic system1,2

• A surgeon-defined, quantifiable force is produced by the CORI Digital Tensioner to distract the knee joint and tension the ligaments, 
in turn providing objective gap data for procedure planning and execution1

• The CORI Digital Tensioner has been shown to lead to improved tensioning repeatability and consistency, compared to manual technique
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Smith+Nephew CORI◊ Digital Tensioner

The CORI Digital Tensioner communicates directly with the CORI 
Surgical System, providing automated gap data collection, and 
assists surgeons in providing consistent varus and valgus stress 
during gap assessment before making bone resections.1,2,21 

During gap balancing, force is applied to the medial and lateral knee 
joints, while stretching the ligaments throughout the ROM of the knee. 
The CORI Surgical System user interface allows the surgeon to 
specify their preferred target force value (50±10N, 100±10N, 
or 150±10N).1,22 These force settings have been identified to 
support optimal ligament tension, based on testing and published 
literature.22,23 The CORI Surgical System only automatically collects 
gap data when the reading from the CORI Digital Tensioner is within 
the specified force range (±10N of the target value, Figure 1).

The CORI Surgical System workflow is maintained with the use of 
CORI Digital Tensioner technology. When the CORI Digital Tensioner 
is connected, the surgeon can switch between using the CORI Digital 
Tensioner or a manual technique by selecting the corresponding 
option on the touchscreen.

Cadaveric and clinical studies involving a global representation 
of surgeons have been conducted to assess the effect of the 
Smith+Nephew Tensioner technology on the repeatability of 
stressed ROM measurements. This report summarises the 
cadaveric study and preliminary results from the clinical study. 

Cadaveric study

Seven arthroplasty surgeons participated in a cadaveric laboratory 
study.24 Using a single cadaver, each surgeon tensioned the same knee 
three times manually, and three times using Smith+Nephew Tensioner 
technology. For the manual technique, surgeons selected the approach 
with which they were most familiar: surgeons 3 and 7 opted for a 
manual technique, and the other five surgeons for a z retractor. When 
using the Tensioner technology, the surgeons continually incremented 
the force setting by 10N (from 100N) until the gap profile using the 
Tensioner was similar to that of the manual technique. This resulted 

in a force setting of 140N±40N,* closely replicating the average gap 
profile of the manual technique.    
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Figure 1. Case image of the gap assessment screen using the CORI 
Digital Tensioner to achieve a target force value of 100N through ROM as 
indicated by a green bar

*The force setting for this study was selected prior to finalizing the setting selections for the commercial product (50±10N, 100±10N, 150±10N). †Gaps are calculated using the distance 
between the femur and tibia implants at their system-derived initial locations throughout the stressed ROM collection. Planned gaps are predictive. As illustrated in Figures 2 and 3, negative 
gap values are possible if the planned positions of the implants overlap at specific areas in the collected stressed range. Negative gap values, therefore, indicate tightness in the resulting joint.

Figure 2. Comparison of average (mean) measured gaps collected during 
stressed ROM for manual lateral and medial gap assessment by seven 
individual surgeons in the cadaveric study†

SD reported for every five degrees of flexion. Error bars represent intra-surgeon variability
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Figure 3. Comparison of surgeon group mean of lateral and medial 
manual tensioning versus the Smith+Nephew Tensioner technology in 
the cadaveric study†
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When using the manual tensioning technique, there was 
inconsistency in measured gaps collected during stressed ROM both 
among surgeons (inter-surgeon variability) and for each surgeon 
(intra-surgeon variability), as illustrated in Figure 2. Results on the 
lateral side of the knee show two distinct trends corresponding to 
surgeons who opted for a z retractor and surgeons who opted for a 
manual technique. A z retractor helps to provide more mechanical 
leverage and to stress the ligaments in deeper flexion, compared to 
tensioning without a z retractor. This trend was not observed on the 
medial side, perhaps because the lateral side is looser and therefore 
may be associated with higher variability in measured gaps.

When comparing manual tensioning methods with Smith+Nephew 
Tensioner technology, a reduction in the variability of measured gaps 
collected during stressed ROM was observed (Figure 3).

The mean within-group standard deviation (SD) across the full ROM 
was calculated to compare the variability of the manual technique 
and the Smith+Nephew Tensioner technology. There was a 29.4% 
reduction in variability for the lateral collections and a 59.5% 
reduction in variability for the medial collections when using the 
Tensioner, compared with the manual technique (Figure 4). These 
results suggest that using Smith+Nephew Tensioner technology 
supports a consistent approach to tensioning, resulting in decreased 
inter- and intra-surgeon variability.

Clinical study

A prospective, pre-market, clinical study is currently in progress to 
further evaluate the repeatability of the gap balancing workflow 
using the CORI◊ Surgical System and the CORI Digital Tensioner.25 
During each of the four initial single-surgeon surgeries, the surgeon 
repeated three stressed ROM collections using a manual technique 
and three using the CORI Digital Tensioner, prior to bone resection. 
A CORI Digital Tensioner force setting of 100N±10N was chosen by 
the surgeon and used in all cases and collections. A tolerance of 10N 
was chosen for this study after surgeon feedback indicated that this 
tolerance was sufficiently easy to use, while potentially leading to 
decreased variability in gap collections, as compared to a tolerance 
of 40N in the cadaveric study.

A reduction in variability in measured gaps during stressed ROM  
was observed with the CORI Digital Tensioner, compared to the 
manual technique.

The mean within-group SD across the full ROM was calculated to 
compare the single-surgeon repeatability of the manual technique 
and the CORI Digital Tensioner. There was a 64.6% reduction in 
variability for the lateral collections and a 67.5% reduction in 
variability for the medial collections when using the CORI Digital 
Tensioner, compared with the manual technique (Figure 5). These 
preliminary results suggest that using the CORI Digital Tensioner 
supports a consistent approach to tensioning, resulting in decreased 
intra-surgeon variability.
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Figure 4. Change in mean SD for lateral and medial gaps across full 
ROM with manual tensioning versus the Smith+Nephew Tensioner 
technology in the cadaveric study
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Figure 5. Change in mean SD for lateral and medial gaps across full 
ROM with manual tensioning versus the CORI Digital Tensioner in the 
clinical study
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Conclusions

The clinical and cadaveric studies compared the use of the 
Smith+Nephew Tensioner technology with manual techniques, 
prior to making bone resections. Results from the seven 
surgeons participating in the cadaveric study showed 
reductions in intra- and inter-surgeon variability and preliminary 
results from the single surgeon participating in the clinical 
study demonstrated reductions in intra-surgeon variability, 
across lateral and medial stressed ROM when using the 
Smith+Nephew Tensioner technology. 

Thus, the data from these studies demonstrate consistent and 
repeatable tensioning when using the Smith+Nephew CORI 
Digital Tensioner. The Smith+Nephew CORI Digital Tensioner 
for use with the CORI Surgical System should be considered by 
surgeons who seek an objective tool to support consistent and 
repeatable joint balancing and alignment during TKA.
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